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Abstract A consistent result in the evaluation of group-

delivered intervention to promote social reciprocity in

children with PDDs is that outcome data are inconclusive.

Lack of robust evidence of efficacy confounds under-

standing of these interventions and their value to the field.

It is conceivable that the construct of impaired social rec-

iprocity in PDD presents unique circumstances that require

special consideration when evaluating the evidence base.

Social reciprocity and impairment in social functioning are

complex constructs, which require a multi-dimensional,

multi-method approach to intervention and measurement of

gains. The existing paradigm for evaluating the evidence

base of intervention may need modification to permit a

more intricate analysis of the extant research, and increase

the sophistication of future research.
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Despite the explosion of recent research testing group

interventions to develop social reciprocity skills in school-

age children with pervasive developmental disorders

(PDDs) including autism, Asperger’s Disorder and perva-

sive developmental disorder—not otherwise specified,

progress in the field seems to be one step forward, two

steps back. A myriad of group intervention approaches

have been tested yet efficacy studies do not yield consis-

tent, robust results (Matson et al. 2007; Rao et al. 2008;

White et al. 2007). This state of affairs is particularly

problematic because group interventions to promote social

skills (commonly known as ‘‘social skills training’’) are

ubiquitous in schools and community settings. The lack of

firm evidence of efficacy raises the question of whether

family and community resources are being used to the best

advantage.

With regard to the lack of consistency in outcome, the

heterogeneity of the population under study and method-

ological differences are clearly sources of inconsistency

(Lord et al. 2005). Accordingly, if inconsistency in out-

come is related to lack of knowledge regarding strategies

that work well for teaching skills in this heterogeneous

population, then the obvious course is to design and test

new strategies. If inconsistency can be attributed to error

variance, then greater rigor in research design, execution

and data analysis is required. These explanations for the

conflicting evidence regarding the efficacy of social skills

training (SST) have been identified (Smith et al. 2007;

Lord et al. 2005), but perhaps are not the only factors

involved.

A key focus of SST intervention is to employ psycho-

logical principles to enhance social reciprocity.

Inconsistent and inconclusive outcomes may be the result

of a disconnect in how the construct of impaired social

reciprocity in children with PDDs is conceptualized, how

change associated with development and intervention is

measured, and whether and what changes are observed. In

this regard, research on the efficacy of SST for children

with PDDs must include acknowledgment of the wide

variability in presentation of the impairment in social
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reciprocity as well as the variability likely to be encoun-

tered in measures of change associated with intervention.

Attention to the complexity of research design when

evaluating intervention delivered in a group format, and the

need to consider clinical significance as well as statistical

significance are critical to the research process as well.

Without attention to these issues, future research on the

efficacy of group intervention for teaching social skills to

children with PDDs is not likely to provide greater clarity.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight important issues

in the evaluation of group delivered social skills training

(SST) programs for children with PDDs and the interpreta-

tion of their outcomes. First, we review the current

evidentiary support for SST, including specific strategies

and more broad-based intervention approaches and com-

ment on the status of their evidence base. Next, we highlight

crucial observations related to inconsistent outcomes iden-

tified in well designed and executed studies of SST for

children with PDDs and how these inconsistencies are cur-

rently interpreted. We discuss recent theoretical and

empirical work in the broader intervention literature that

sheds light on new ways of both interpreting the inconsistent

findings within and between studies and on the testing of

psychosocial interventions delivered in a group format.

Finally, we apply this work to the study of group SST

interventions for PDDs, and consider how current methods

for the evaluation of this intervention fit or do not fit the

problem. In doing so, we highlight directions for future

research and theory on the development and testing of SST

interventions for children diagnosed with a PDD.

Intervention for Promoting the Development

of Social Skills

Social skills training is a well-established intervention for

children with different kinds of social impairments, for

example, oppositional behavior or attention deficit hyper-

activity disorder (Spence 2003; Quinn et al. 1999;

Schneider 1992). Meta-analyses of SST studies show that

effect sizes vary widely, from d = 0.01 to d = 1.20 (with a

mean of *d = 0.45), depending on the population studied,

the specific targets of intervention, and the methods used to

measure outcome (Beelman et al. 1994). Larger effect sizes

are found for intervention focused on specific skills com-

pared to global interventions (Quinn et al. 1999). Further,

prior work suggests a reduction in effect size, as time

elapsed between treatment administration and outcome

measurement (Schneider 1992). Nevertheless, a consensus

among researchers and clinicians has emerged supporting

the view that small effects can be of clinical importance,

and thus, the intervention is worth continuing study and

refinement (Lipsey and Wilson 1993; Spence 2003).

Social Skills Training in PDD

Adapting SST methods to children with PDDs is a par-

ticularly vexing problem because the social impairment in

PDD is qualitatively different from that encountered in

other childhood psychiatric disorders (Rao et al. 2008).

Often, a distinction is made between acquisition deficits

(the child has not acquired the skill) or performance defi-

cits (the child possesses the skill but does not apply it

appropriately), and treatment methods are guided by this

distinction (Spence 2003). For example, a child may know

how to brush her teeth (the skill has been acquired), but

never do so unless prompted (a deficit in performance). In

PDDs, acquisition and performance deficits in social skills

are compounded over the course of development. An

affected child presents with an intricate set of interpersonal

difficulties based not just on current functional limitations

but also on the paucity of a rich historical knowledge

regarding relationships and their complexities. The

impairment is further complicated by multiple factors,

including the child’s level of cognitive functioning, the

presence of behavioral rigidity, the presence of anxiety or

other co-morbid conditions, the degree of receptive and

expressive language impairment, and the degree and

severity of stereotypic or repetitive behaviors (Volkmar

et al. 2005). Features of social functioning deemed affected

in PDD include: (1) impairment in the ability to identify

faces and facial expressions (Schultz et al. 2003); (2)

impairment in understanding prosodic elements of speech,

the nuances of language, the pragmatics of communication

and the interpretation of gesture (Tager-Flusberg et al.

2003); (3) poor interpretation of contextual elements of the

social environment (Klin 2000); (4) poor ability to regulate

affect (Konstantareas and Stewart 2006); (5) poor insight

into the emotional components of relationships (Begeer

et al. 2008); (6) lack of ability to take the perspective of

the other (Baron-Cohen et al. 2000); and (7) poor ability to

self-monitor behavior (Koegel and Koegel 1995). Further,

a hallmark of effective social functioning noticeably absent

in PDD is the fluid application of one’s knowledge and

behavior to reciprocal interaction with others (Klin et al.

2003). This requires a sense of timing and rapid recogni-

tion of what is emotionally salient in a particular context,

two elements of social interaction that are not well

understood. Moreover, lack of motivation to learn these

skills—a frequent but not inevitable component of the

clinical picture—adds another layer of complexity to the

process of intervention and measurement of gains (Koegel

and Koegel 1995). While individual skills can, of course,

be delineated as discrete targets for intervention and

measured with reasonable accuracy, testing the efficacy of

a broad based group intervention is much more daunting

task.
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With regard to understanding how well the current

standards for examining the evidence based of group

delivered SST work, it is informative to consider the work

of the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) task

force charged with establishing guidelines for the conduct

and evaluation of efficacy research in psychosocial inter-

vention for PDDs (Smith et al. 2007). Based on discussions

regarding the state of the science and the available meth-

odology for evaluating intervention research, this task force

targeted the methodological challenges, gaps in evidence-

based treatments, and the dearth of reliable information

about long-term outcomes (Smith et al. 2007). Recom-

mendations were that specific strategies and techniques be

established as effective using case studies and case series;

strategies should be manualized in order to promote con-

sistent application of the intervention by all researchers;

clinical trials should be conducted incorporating certain

critical components (Table 1) and ultimately outcomes

should be assessed in community settings.

Research Outcomes

White et al. (2007) used the recommendations from the

NIMH working group as a framework for reviewing the

extant research on SST for children with PDDs. Briefly, an

examination of case studies and case series showed that

direct instruction using behavioral (operant) strategies

increased social behaviors such as greeting others, making

eye contact and responding to others. The most successful

interventions used multiple training sessions, modeling,

and naturally occurring and direct reinforcement. Strong

support for these approaches is not surprising in that these

results are entirely consistent with the extremely robust

literature on behaviorally based intervention in PDDs

(Schriebman 2000).

Moving to the evaluation of research on group delivered

SST, the focus of this paper, those interventions that

incorporated strategies and techniques established as

effective in case studies and case series proved to be

effective. These included a cognitive-behavioral approach,

role-play and practice, the use of peer models and struc-

tured methods for teaching and reinforcement (Bauminger

2002; Barry et al. 2003; Koenig et al. in press; Morrison

et al. 2001; Tse et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2003; Ozonoff and

Miller; 1995).

On the whole, studies evaluating group delivered SST

were difficult to compare and synthesize because of vary-

ing experimental designs and methods of measurement.

Sample sizes ranged from 3 to 45 children, with an

approximate mean of ten subjects and an approximate

median of nine subjects per study. Different approaches to

intervention were used; length of treatment varied from

several weeks to a several months. Only three studies

employed a treatment manual (Koenig et al. in press; Yang

et al. 2003; Tse et al. 2007). Some studies used a com-

parison group and others used pre- and post-treatment

measures to assess outcome (Solomon et al. 2004; Pro-

vencal 2003; Barnhill et al. 2002). Additionally, different

informants were used to provide outcome data across

studies, including teachers, parents, direct observers or the

self-report of the affected child. Overall, outcomes varied

widely and presented a very mixed picture as to the effi-

cacy of SST (White et al. 2007).

Critically important is that inconsistent outcomes were

noted within studies as well as between studies. For

example, Koenig et al. (in press) showed improvement on a

global measure of social functioning based on parent report,

but less impressive improvement on a parent reported

standardized questionnaire targeting pro-social behavior

and social initiative. Webb et al. (2004) described signifi-

cant improvement in four of five specific skills taught in a

structured intervention, but no concomitant improvement

in social skills broadly measured. In a study of 18 boys

with PDDs, significant improvement in face recognition

skills but no improvement in perspective-taking skills was

Table 1 Quality indicators in clinical trials on psychosocial intervention for individuals with ASD

1. Random assignment of participants to intervention and control groups

2. Manuals for all groups

3. A recruitment plan to obtain a representative sample

4. Clearly stated inclusion and exclusion criteria

5. Careful characterization of participants at entry into the study (e.g. diagnosis, symptom severity, and level of functioning)

6. Systematic monitoring of intervention fidelity

7. Clear rationale for the choice of outcome measures and, especially in studies of comprehensive intervention packages, inclusion of measures

that assess core features of autism such as reciprocal social interaction.

8. Use of outcome measures collected blind to intervention group.

9. Appropriate statistical analysis of differences between groups after intervention, effect size and clinical significance of differences, and

variables that may influence outcomes (i.e. mediators and moderators)

Reprinted from Smith et al. (2007)
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observed (Solomon et al. 2004). Ozonoff and Miller (1995)

noted significant improvement in participants’ ability to use

perspective-taking skills, but no concurrent improvement in

social skills on a valid, reliable questionnaire. While not

flawless, each of these studies was designed and executed

well enough, so that inconsistent results can not be attrib-

uted wholly to random or measurement error.

A second issue in the evaluation of this body of research

is that the targets for intervention ranged from very spe-

cific behaviors to global improvement in social

functioning. Barry et al. (2003) focused specifically on

greeting and conversation, while Bauminger (2002)

implemented a broader curriculum, emphasizing social

cognition, emotional understanding and social interaction

skills. Tse et al. (2007) focused on improving eye contact

and listening skills, and behaving courteously, while Golan

and Baron-Cohen (2006) targeted the recognition of

emotion in others. These studies and others (MacKay et al.

2007; Sansosti and Powell-Smith 2006) have been inclu-

ded in prior reviews of the efficacy of SST. That said, the

targets for intervention vary widely across studies, limiting

the conclusions that can be derived from meta-analyses of

these studies for the purpose of deriving the mean effect of

treatment.1

Understanding Variability in Outcome

In the psychological sciences, inconsistent results in out-

come measurement following intervention research are

consistently noted (Achenbach 2006; De Los Reyes and

Kazdin 2005). A possible source of variation is that multi-

dimensional, psychological constructs present unique

challenges for intervention, intervention research and the

evaluation of outcomes (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2006).

In group SST for children with PDDs, the focus of treat-

ment is enhancing social reciprocity, an extraordinarily

complex, multi-dimensional construct. This target for

intervention requires comprehensive evaluation at a level

rarely observed in the empirical literature. Further, com-

plicating the interpretation of clinical outcomes are the

substantial differences between characteristics of PDD and

other childhood conditions currently treated through

established, evidence-based treatments. Specifically, cur-

rent models of intervention research for childhood medical

and psychiatric disorders are well established, based on

methods for improving or eradicating symptoms of illness,

rather than on the remediation of developmental deficits. In

the assessment of an intervention’s efficacy for treating, for

example, a psychiatric disorder in a previously healthy

child, the characteristics of illness can be clearly described

so that improvement is readily recognized. For example, a

sign of depression, such as irritability or oppositional

behavior, can be contrasted with a period of time in the

child’s life when this behavior was not present or with

normative data from same-age peers (Jacobson and Truax

1991). Thus, improvement in the clinical picture can be

measured fairly unambiguously. This is not to suggest that

intervention research for these kinds of difficulties is not

complex or without challenges. Indeed, the sophistication

of this body of research has resulted in the well-articulated

methods for establishing what constitutes evidence-based

treatment (Chambless and Ollendick 2001) in many cir-

cumstances. However, the evaluation of intervention for

the remediation of difficulties associated with the PDDs

and their complex sequelae is by no means straightforward.

The dynamic nature of these disorders and the multiple and

diverse outcomes possible with intervention must be con-

sidered. The complexity of conceptualizing change and

identifying beneficial outcome is challenging for most

psychological constructs (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2006)

and extraordinarily challenging for intervention to promote

social reciprocity in children with PDDs.

A Range of Possible Changes in Outcome

Using two extremely well-designed, rigorous studies of

cognitive-behavioral treatment for anxiety as exemplars,

De Los Reyes and Kazdin (2006) illustrated that mea-

surement of the same construct with the same instrument

between intervention studies can result in different out-

comes (significant versus non-significant); measures of the

same construct within and between studies using different

instruments may also result in widely different outcomes.

Based on this work and a review of other studies of the

evidence base of particular treatments, the authors con-

clude that varying outcomes are likely to occur when the

target of psychosocial intervention is a complex and multi-

dimensional construct. Further, ‘‘a range of possible

changes’’ may occur as a result of intervention (De Los

Reyes and Kazdin 2006). With regard to SST in children

with PDDs the essential point is that the complex, multi-

dimensional construct of social reciprocity is a dynamic

entity, buffeted by a myriad of different factors at different

times and in different contexts. This construct cannot be

treated as an unmoving, stable and static target for inter-

vention. Thus, when considering social reciprocity as a

target for intervention for children with PDDs, the com-

plexity of the construct should be acknowledged, a priori,

as well as the likelihood that change post-intervention will

be variable, not uniform. As mentioned previously, social

reciprocity includes, but is not limited to, the ability to read

1 Meta-analyses of methods might yield useful information regarding

variability in outcome as it is linked to specific methods for measuring

intervention effects.
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facial expressions and interpret nonverbal communication,

appropriate use of gaze and gesture, verbal fluency and

appropriate prosody, adept pragmatic speech, interpersonal

and intra-personal insight, self-awareness, and the capacity

for behavioral regulation. Moreover, the change associated

with intervention will be variable, involving multiple

influences. Delay and deviance in social reciprocity skills,

central characteristics of the PDDs, take varied forms over

time, reflecting the dynamic nature of development. Pre-

dictive models and outcome measurement must incorporate

estimates of growth as well as stable and time-specific

effects (Curran and Bollan 2001). Accordingly, outcome

ought not to be measured assuming one is targeting a

unidimensional entity when the target is conceptualized as

multi-dimensional.

These complexities have major implications for the

design and evaluation of group delivered interventions

developed to remediate problems associated with impaired

social reciprocity. For example, the common practice of

choosing a primary outcome measure for a particular study

necessarily reduces the target of intervention to a single

dimension, in the sense that outcome is limited to one

source or one method of measurement. While the demand

that intervention research select a primary outcome mea-

sure was made to force researchers to specify a priori an

indicator representing the extent to which an evaluated

intervention changes a target behavior, a laudable objec-

tive, there are limitations to this methodological strategy.

The approach can mislead investigators and consumers to

the false assumption that a single indicator can capture

change in the targeted construct in its entirety. Specifically,

investigators cannot capitalize on the utility of inconsistent

information for informing whether and how interventions

work (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2006).

An additional point with regard to study design is that

estimates of effect size for the calculation of sample size

will depend on the particular aspect of the construct under

study, as well as the direction and magnitude of change

predicted as a result of intervention; in other words, the

possible range of changes that may occur. Estimates of

possible effects and the magnitude of these effects must be

considered a priori. By examining these issues systemati-

cally, one can begin to tease out not only whether an

intervention is effective, but when, where, and for whom.

Indeed, one ought not to expect uniform estimates of effect

size across multiple outcome measures because disparate

skills comprise the broad construct of social reciprocity.

Further, conventional assessments of the magnitude of

effects (e.g. 0.20 = small effect) may not be useful (Lipsey

and Wilson 1993). When considering the complexity and

subtlety of some deficits in social reciprocity skills, a small

treatment effect could make a real difference to the indi-

vidual. For example, unusual prosody sets children with

PDDs apart from the peers during social interaction (Paul

et al. 2005). Incremental improvement in prosodic skill

might conceivably make the difference between peer

acceptance and peer rejection.

Attending to and interpreting inconsistent findings in the

examination of group intervention to promote social skills

in children with PDDs involves considering the unique

nature of this problem. The complexity of this construct is

exemplified by the many factors that influence it, including

(but not limited to) social perception, social communica-

tion skills, the presence of co-morbid conditions such as

obsessive-compulsive disorder, the degree of cognitive

impairment and learning disability, the degree of social

motivation, and the level of competency with regard to

adaptive living skills (Volkmar et al. 2005). The outcome

of an intervention might change any one, or any combi-

nation of these factors (in a positive or negative direction),

although the magnitude of the effect will vary based on the

particular factors that are the focus of intervention, as well

as the measures used to gauge improvement (and their

varying sources; Fig. 1). For example, an increase in social

motivation (considered a positive outcome) might cause a

concomitant increase in anxiety (a negative outcome).

Improved ability to recognize emotion in others may lead

to greater empathy and social motivation, but increase the

frequency of inappropriate social communication. More-

over, the hypothesis or underlying assumption that

substantive change in social behavior within a limited

range (for example, social perception) will then result in

global changes in social reciprocity, may simply be

untenable.

An additional and critical point is that there may be

limited utility in expecting uniform improvement following

intervention in a complex psychological construct such as

social reciprocity (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2006). Tra-

ditionally, intervention researchers base their evaluation of

a study on the assumption that if an intervention is truly

effective, all indices used to measure outcome will move in

an expected, positive direction and inconsistency between

outcome measures can be attributed to error variance or

lack of efficacy of the treatment (Smith et al. 2007). The

expectation of uniform improvement across measures and

studies in response to intervention is consistent with the

way clinical trials are evaluated, particularly in psycho-

pharmacology research (Lipsey and Wilson 1993; Wang

and Bakhai 2006). Nonetheless, in the evaluation of group

SST, the premise of uniform improvement on all measures

needs examination given the construct targeted for

intervention.

With regard to psychosocial intervention in general,

reports from different informants regarding a child’s

emotional or behavioral difficulties are most often not

highly correlated, with correlations (r values) ranging from
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0.20 to 0.60 (Achenbach 2006; De Los Reyes and Kazdin

2005). In this regard, variability is due to the perspective of

the informant, his or her perception of the child’s diffi-

culties, and the context within which the informant

observes the child (Kraemer et al. 2003). Further, the dif-

ference between cross-informant reliability versus inter-

rater reliability is pertinent. Cross informant correlation

reflects ratings of behavior based on varying perspectives,

contexts, and roles vis-à-vis the child. In contrast, inter-

rater reliability represents correlation based on informant

ratings of concurrent observed behavior (Achenbach 2006).

The assumption that baseline ratings or outcomes from

different sources should yield consistent results may indi-

cate some confusion of these two constructs.

In children with PDDs, differences in behavior and

performance depending on context are the rule, not the

exception. Lack of generalization is a major issue for

interventionists. As such, seeking to reconcile disparate

points of view among informants regarding a child’s social

behavior in an attempt to get a consistent picture seems to

be somewhat counterproductive. Rather than working to

eradicate, reduce or partition the factors contributing to

variability in outcome, it may be more productive to both

seek to understand these differences and consider that that

they represent different realities, all of which may have

some validity in a particular context (Kraemer et al. 2003).

Stated another way, variability in outcomes may represent

different expressions of intervention effect (or lack

thereof), depending on the context in which intervention

effects were observed, or the contexts in which social

reciprocity domains are expressed, or both.

The inevitability of variable outcomes directly impacts

the choice of outcome measures. Again, choosing a pri-

mary outcome measure, a standard practice in clinical

trials, is commonly employed based on a plan to use simple

analysis of variance models for examining change due to

intervention, rather than selecting data analysis strategies

that match the complexity of the measurement problem

(Gueorguieva and Krystal 2004; Jacobson and Truax

1991). The basic problem is that ‘‘it is difficult to argue that

adequate examination of such complex constructs can be

captured with a single indicator’’ (De Los Reyes and

Kazdin 2006, p. 556). Specificity regarding the estimated

effect of the intervention on different aspects of the

impairment requires the use of multiple indicators of

change. A number of data analytic strategies are available

to model change due to intervention and development.

Differential structural equation models (dSEM) that

incorporate estimates of the impact of one change in an

individual’s state on other changes within that individual

and within the environment may be most appropriate for

modeling the kind of intra-individual, dynamic variability

associated with social growth and development as the

result of intervention (Boker 2001). In contrast to growth

curve analysis, with dSEM, measures are included as pre-

dictors as well as outcomes. Second order latent growth

models incorporate multiple indicators of change over

time, separating measurement error associated with a

Social
Perception
skill

Social
Communication
skills

Co-morbid
conditions

Cognitive
Profile

Degree of Social 
Motivation

Level of 
Adaptive
Skills

Administration of Social Skills Intervention 

Estimate of 
the RPC: 
Social
perception

Estimate of the 
RPC: Social 
communication

Estimate of the 
RPC: Co-morbid
conditions

Estimate of the 
RPC: associated
features

Estimate of the 
RPC: social
motivation

Estimate of the 
RPC: adaptive 
behavior

Multi-dimensional change observed in
relationship to the 

social skills intervention 

Fig. 1 Schematic of range of possible changes (RPC) in the construct of social reciprocity as a result of intervention
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specific indicator from time specific variance (Sayer and

Cumsille 2001). Further, the assumption that the same

indicator measures the same construct at different time

points in development can be tested (Sayer and Cumsille

2001). For example, a questionnaire assessing social initi-

ation behavior may not tap the same construct of this

behavior at age 7 vs. age 17. Appropriate social initiation

behavior is quite different at these two developmental time

points, and the influence of latent factors or error may not

be consistent. These issues complicate the analysis of

longitudinal data with straightforward statistical models

that treat data from two time points as representing the

same construct.

Analysis of Group Data

Yet another complexity in measuring change in social

reciprocity is that the analysis of outcome data obtained

from intervention delivered in a group format requires that

the impact of participation in a particular group be con-

sidered as a random variable. This adds another layer of

complexity to the analysis of treatment effects. Baldwin

et al. (2005) identified significant difficulties with the

analysis of data related to group intervention for psycho-

logical/psychiatric problems in 101 research studies

purported to support the efficacy of particular group-

delivered interventions. After re-analysis of data, incorpo-

rating estimated intra-group correlations, less than 50% of

the studies analyzed showed statistically significant effects,

yielding 20 treatments for psychological disorders that no

longer could be considered evidence based according to

current American Psychological Association guidelines

(Baldwin et al. 2005). Intra-group correlation must be

considered in the design of SST studies for children with

PDDs delivered in a group format, given that this factor has

major implications for estimating appropriate sample size.

Considering this issue, a number of the group studies

included in recent reviews were severely underpowered.

Concluding Comments

Overall, the complexity of designing research to test the

effects of group-delivered intervention to remediate social

impairments in children with PDDs presents major chal-

lenges to the research community. The construct of social

reciprocity is far too complex, and the impairment in social

functioning in children with PDDs too variable, as to be

amenable to intervention that is focused on teaching a

discrete set of skills in a necessarily time limited fashion.

The construct of social reciprocity, the associated aspects

of this construct and the dynamic nature of development

and change require reconsideration and refinement of the

currently accepted guidelines for evaluating the efficacy of

particular interventions. A more painstaking but necessary

step in this process is to consider the construct of impaired

social reciprocity in all its complexity, chose a specific

aspect of the construct for intervention, and then specify

the skills within that construct one aims to address. For

example, one might identify social perception as a focus,

and identify components of social perception that would be

targets for intervention (Fig. 2). Using multiple methods to

measure change in target skills of social perception and

multiple global measures of social perception is preferable

to measuring social reciprocity broadly construed. Further,

the careful choice of multiple informants, attending to the

need for varying perspectives and contexts through which

observations of target behaviors are made, as well as

anticipating the degree of collinearity among informants

a priori strengthens the research design (Kraemer et al.

2003).

Conclusions

As the focus on developing psychosocial intervention to

address social and communication deficits in children with

PDDs has increased over the last 10–15 years, concerned

stakeholders have called for rigor in the testing of treatments.

The need to establish treatments as evidence-based for this

population is particularly acute, given the variety of novelty

and alternative treatments available, some of which can be

dangerous to the child (Offit 2008). For example, in 2005, a

5-year-old child with autism died following chelation ther-

apy to remove ‘‘heavy metals’’ from his bloodstream,

purportedly a cause of his autism (Wadman 2008).

Using established standards for determining the strength

of the evidence for treatment is an important step, and the

NIMH working group on psychosocial intervention charted

a step-wise course for those in the field to follow. The

guidelines are clear and reasonable, and bring some order to

a field with a myriad of purported treatments. The need for

well-designed studies to establish the usefulness of partic-

ular strategies for the vast number of individual skills that

are required to develop social reciprocity skill is clear.

However, social reciprocity is more than the sum of its parts.

Social
Perception

Facial identity 
and expression 
recognition

Others

Interpretation of 
prosodic elements of 
speech; interpretation of
figurative language Interpretation

of gestures 

Joint attention  skill 

Fig. 2 Components of social perception as targets for intervention
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Since it is not clear what essential elements, brought toge-

ther within a SST program will result in significant change,

and because measures designed to assess subtle changes in

many aspects of social behavior do not yet exist, efforts to

move forward along the pathway established by the NIMH

working group are likely to yield disappointing results.

At this juncture, it is critical to acknowledge the tension

between the requirement for rigor in the testing of treat-

ments and the use of the current paradigm for establishing

the evidence base of intervention with the kind of broad-

based group intervention employed to remediate impair-

ment in social reciprocity in children with PDDs (Rogers

and Vismara 2008). A more fruitful approach may be to

consider the strong evidence that observational studies,

carefully done, can provide about the efficacy of treat-

ments. Indeed, the maxim that observational studies always

yield less accurate estimates of treatment effect compared

to randomized controlled trials seems to be less and less

defensible, as recent evidence indicates (Concato 2004;

Concato et al. 2000).

Social reciprocity is a multi-dimensional, complex

construct. The large number of factors that influence

competence in social reciprocity, and the way in which

these dynamic factors impact one another over the course

of development needs further exploration and modeling. If

one considers the original distinction between nomothetic

and ideographic methods (Grice et al. 2006), it may be

most useful, at this time, to employ ideographic methods

and procedures to the analysis of individual and group data

in the service of identifying context and time based

knowledge versus seeking to make larger generalizations

based on aggregate data (Grice et al. 2006; Kraemer et al.

2003). In other words, accepting the fact that social reci-

procity is context-, time- and culture-dependent will allow

for qualification of the results of any given study, and allow

for exploration of variability in response to intervention.

Effective intervention must be comprehensive and in many

cases will need to be customized to address the particular

needs of the affected child. This requires a more nuanced

approach to testing—one which incorporates the dynamic

nature of social reciprocity and change associated not just

with intervention, but also associated with growth and

development.
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